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“This year we intensify our commitment to
amplifying some of the most visionary and
outspoken, yet under-recognized, voices.”

Letter from the Director
Dear Friends,
The Contemporary Arts Center is pleased to introduce one of its most ambitious years of
programming yet, which includes group and solo exhibitions and installations from local and
international artists, as well as the return of the CAC’s five-day annual performance festival This
Time Tomorrow. This year we intensify our commitment to amplifying some of the most visionary
and outspoken, yet under-recognized, voices. The CAC’s exhibition and performance offerings
form the core of what we do and how we serve our mission, allowing us to highlight artists and ideas
that create connection, pose questions, and ultimately promote a more just and compassionate
world.
Among the season’s offerings are a major solo exhibition by Baseera Khan and a spotlight on
artist-run spaces throughout Ohio and Northern Kentucky. Also included are the debuts of new,
genre-bending commissions by Senga Nengudi and Eddie Kwon with the Degenerate Art Ensemble,
Cameron Granger, Paul Maheke, Mikrokosmos, and others.
This year will also see the re-opening of the CAC’s 6th floor Creativity Center and UnMuseum,
which will feature an array of new interactive art works by local artists. Housed on our upper-most
floor of the building with a hybrid offering of interactive galleries, making spaces, and communitycentric gathering areas, the Creativity Center affirms our commitment to the dual processes of
making and learning and will be an enduring resource to all people.
We thank our community, visitors, and generous benefactors for their continued support, without
which, what we do would not be possible.
Sincerely,

Marcus Margerum
Deputy Director & Chief Business Officer
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“We’re proud to champion many artists
and performers who are at the vanguard
of struggles to advance social justice
and spread awareness about a myriad of
pressing issues facing humanity today.”

Letter from the Curator
Dear Friends,
In this time of monumental change, we feel even more committed to the work we do—connecting
audiences with some of the most bold, challenging, and visionary art being made today. We’re proud
to champion many artists and performers who are at the vanguard of struggles to advance social
justice and spread awareness about a myriad of pressing issues facing humanity, such as the pollution
of the earth’s most precious resources and rising economic disparities.
The season begins in April with the 2022 edition of This Time Tomorrow, the CAC’s annual
performance festival, for which the CAC commissions and presents cutting-edge work from our
backyard and around the world. Taking place from April 6 through April 10 at the CAC and other
Cincinnati venues, this year’s festival includes new commissions and world, North American, and
regional premieres by a wide-ranging roster of contemporary talents.
In May, we debut Breaking Water, a group exhibition bringing together new and recent work exploring
the subject of water and themes of liquidity, connectivity, and resistance. In the lobby, the Center of
Unfinished Business—a roving reading room organized by the publication and editorial collaborative
Contemporary And—will offer a curated selection of books that examine African American and
African diasporic experiences.
The year is bookended by interventions that spotlight our vibrant local art scene. The Regional, on
view until March 20, is followed by Artist-Run Spaces, an exhibition highlighting the work of ten
independent initiatives and collectives throughout Ohio and Northern Kentucky, co-organized with
Wave Pool, and a solo project by Columbus-based artist and filmmaker Cameron Granger.
In the fall, the CAC presents a slate of exhibitions as part of the 2022 FotoFocus Biennial, a monthlong celebration of photography, video, and lens-based art held throughout the Greater Cincinnati
area. These include On the Line: Documents of Risk and Faith, a group exhibition of artists whose
work centers on the contested relationship humans have with place; Images on which to build, 197090, which presents a range of vernacular photographic practices that offer a fuller understanding of
LGBTQ+ and feminist grassroots movements in the 1970s through 1990s; and the first Midwestern
solo museum exhibition by New York–based artist Baseera Khan.
By supporting the CAC, and our exhibitions and performances, you help us advance the vital work of
visionary artists and performers who help us see our communities, and the world, anew.
Sincerely,

Amara Antilla
Senior Curator at Large
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THE
REGIONAL

"A NEW SURVEY OF
CONTEMPORARY MIDWESTERN
ARTISTS DOESN'T TRY TO
PINPOINT WHAT MAKES THE
REGION SPECIAL – BUT IT DOES
SO ALL THE SAME."
—Taylor Dafoe, Artnet News

The Midwest—loosely defined as the area that stretches
from the Dakotas to Ohio, and from Minnesota to
Missouri—is united by geography, history, and culture. But
despite its commonalities, this vast area also encompasses
an enormous diversity of concerns and approaches.
Resisting the possibility of a shared Midwestern “style,”
The Regional gathers new and recent work by twentythree emerging and mid-career artists to uncover themes
and connections across a broad range of artistic voices.
Co-organized with the Kemper Museum of Contemporary
Art, Kansas City.

The Regional is curated by Amara Antilla and Jade

Powers, with CAC Assistant Curator, Stephanie Kang. It
was conceived in collaboration with Courtenay Finn. The
exhibition is co-organized by Contemporary Arts Center,
Cincinnati and Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art,
Kansas City, MO.

Installation view: The Regional, Contemporary Arts Center, Cincinnati, December 10, 2021 – March 20, 2022.
Photo: Wes Battoclette, 2021.

December 10, 2021–March 20, 2022
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THIS TIME
TOMORROW
PERFORMANCE
FESTIVAL

This Time Tomorrow is an annual five-day festival
of performances organized and presented by the
Contemporary Arts Center. Bringing together local,
national, and international artists at the CAC and other
locations throughout the city, the festival is organized
around an ethos of exploration, experimentation, and
collaboration. The 2022 edition of This Time Tomorrow
features new commissions and recent works by ASUNA;
Britni Bicknaver; Jay Bolotin; Mikrokosmos (Steffani
Jemison and Justin Hicks); Radouan Mriziga; Alice Ripoll
and Cia REC; and Senga Nengudi, Eddy Kwon, and Haruko
Crow Nishimura and Joshua Kohl of the Seattle-based
Degenerate Art Ensemble; among others. As part of the
festival, the CAC will also host the Goetta-Institut, a free
discussion series that invites the public to engage in
dialogue with artists and performers while convening
around local cuisine.
This Time Tomorrow is curated by Drew Klein, the CAC’s
Performing Arts Director.

Kabareh Cheikhats, Halles Concert, ©Yellowcat.

April 6–April 10, 2022

Counterfeit Madison (Sharon Udoh) performs a set of Nina Simone classics.
Photograph by Chip Willis.

Live performance of aCORdo, directed by Alice Ripoll. Photograph by Renato Mangolin.

BREAKING
WATER
May 6–August 14, 2022

Breaking Water is a group exhibition of installation, video,

photography, sculpture, and performance that offers a
range of approaches to the subjects of water, liquidity, and
feminism. The exhibition will debut four new commissions
by Paul Maheke, Josèfa Ntjam, Claudia Peña Salinas, and
a collaborative work by Calista Lyon and Carmen Winant
alongside new and existing work by an international group
of artists. The work in Breaking Water explores themes
of fluidity, connectivity, and resistance, and addresses
timely concerns including water rights, climate change,
and the effects of natural disasters. The exhibition will be
accompanied by a parallel film screening program that
extends the exhibition’s central themes.

Breaking Water is co-curated by CAC Senior Curator
Amara Antilla and independent curator and writer Clelia
Coussonnet, with CAC Assistant Curator, Stephanie Kang.

Carolina Caycedo (b. 1978, London, UK; lives and works in Los Angeles, CA), Thanks for Hosting
us / We are healing our broken bodies, 2019. Single-channel color video, with sound, 8 min, 48
sec. Courtesy of the artist.

Opening Celebration | Friday, May 6th | 8pm

"CAROLINA CAYCEDO DRAWS
ONE OF THE STRUCTURING
PRINCIPLES OF HER
MULTIFARIOUS WORK—FLOW—
FROM THE RIVER ECOLOGIES
TO WHICH SHE DEVOTES
INVESTIGATIVE, AFFECTIVE, AND
POLITICAL CARE."
—Daniel R. Quiles, Artforum
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Martha Atienza (b. 1981, Manila, Philippines; lives and works in Bantayan Island, Cebu City,
Philippines), Our Islands 11°16’58.4 N 123°45’07.0 E, 2017. Single channel video, no sound, 1 hour, 12
min. Edition of 6, 2 AP. Courtesy of the artist and SILVERLENS Gallery.

Installation view: Paul Maheke (b. 1985, Brive-la-Gaillarde, France; lives and works in London, UK),
Le Fil d’Alerte, Fondation d’entreprise Ricard, Paris, September 10, 2019 – October 26, 2019.
Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Sultana, Paris. Photo: Aurélien Mole, 2019.

Installation view: Claudia Peña Salinas (b. 1975, Montemorelos, Nuevo León, Mexico; lives and works in
Brooklyn, NY), Pacha, Llaqta, Wasichay: Indigenous Space, Modern Architecture, New Art, Whitney
Museum of American Art, New York, July 13 –September 30, 2018. Courtesy of the artist.

Cleo Fariselli (b. 1982, Cesenatico, Italy; lives and works in Turin), Untitled (Hip), 2019.
Raku ceramics, 22 x 15.4 x 11.8 inches (56 x 39 x 30 cm). Courtesy of the artist. Photo: Silvia
Mangosio and Luca Vianello, 2019.
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CONTEMPORARY
AND

April 22–August 28, 2022

The C& Center of Unfinished Business is a roving
reading room and discursive program organized by
the multimedia platform Contemporary And (C&) and
conceived by C& co-founders and artistic directors Julia
Grosse and Yvette Mutumba. The project was launched
in 2017 and has since traveled to art spaces and museums
around the world. The CAC’s iteration, sited in the lobby,
features a curated selection of seminal books and a series
of discussions that respond to water as a literal and
metaphorical framework for exploring African American
and African diasporic experiences and cultures. Through
the selection of significant and at times unsettling
texts, the installation highlights the ubiquitous traces
of colonialism that extend throughout all facets of life.
The C& Center of Unfinished Business is curated at the
Contemporary Arts Center by Amara Antilla, CAC Senior
Curator and Dr. Chandra Frank, Post-Doctoral Fellow at the
Charles Phelps Taft Research Center at the University of
Cincinnati.

Installation view: Contemporary And (C&), Center of Unfinished Business, HERE AND NOW,
Museum Ludwig: Dynamic Spaces, Cologne, June 6 – August 30, 2020. © Contemporary And (C&).
Photo: Contemporary And (C&), 2020.

CENTER OF
UNFINISHED
BUSINESS
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© Contemporary And (C&). Photo: Contemporary And (C&), 2020.

Installation view: Contemporary (C&), Center of Unfinished Business, HERE AND
NOW at Museum Ludwig: Dynamic Spaces, Cologne, June 6 – August 30, 2020.

Installation view: Contemporary And (C&), Center of Unfinished Business, ifa Gallery, Berlin, 2017. ©
Contemporary And (C&). Photo: Victoria Tomaschko, 2017.

"THE CENTER OF UNFINISHED
BUSINESS STRETCHES THE
TOPIC INTO THE DIVERSE AREAS
AFFECTED BY COLONIALISM:
HOW IS A BOOK ABOUT
WALL STREET RELATED
TO COLONIALISM? THE
CENTURIES-OLD WAYS OF TAKING
AWAY AND SELLING OFF GOODS
FROM AFRICAN AND OTHER,
NON-EURO-AMERICAN PLACES
AND THE EXPLOITATION OF ITS
PEOPLE BUILT THE BASIS OF THE
SUCCESSFUL STOCK MARKET
COMPANIES WORKING ON A
GLOBAL SCALE TODAY."
—Contemporary And (C&)
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ARTIST-RUN
SPACES
May 27–September 11, 2022

The CAC and local organization Wave Pool are
co-organizing Artist-Run Spaces, a convening of
independent arts organizations, nonprofits, and collectives
throughout Ohio and Northern Kentucky. In a moment of
reflection and reopening amid the pandemic, the interests
and needs of these artist-run and independent spaces,
which are often able to pivot and react to current events
much quicker than larger organizations, are timely and
important. This exhibition features ten artist-run spaces
and collectives that will develop an installation highlighting
their work and ethos, with a focus on showcasing the work
of artists and makers within their networks.

Artist-Run Spaces is curated by CAC Senior Curator
Amara Antilla, CAC Assistant Curator Stephanie Kang, and
Wave Pool Co-Founder and Executive Director Cal Cullen.

Installation view: The Temperature, Exhibition 25: Rocket Summer, The Neon Heater
Gallery, Findlay, OH, May 3 – 27, 2019. Photo: Ian Breidenbach, 2019. .

Opening Celebration | Friday, May 27th | 8pm

"WHEN IT COMES TO LENS-BASED
AND INSTALLATION WORK, THE
NEON HEATER CARRIES SOME
OF THE BEST PROGRAMMING
IN THE REGION. IN MOVING
TOWARD FULFILLMENT OF THEIR
GALLERY MISSION, [CURATORS
AND OWNERS] BREIDENBACH
AND JAY SEE THEIR EFFORTS
TO BRING CONTEMPORARY ART
INTO THE CULTURE OF RURAL
COMMUNITIES AND SMALLER
CITIES AS PART OF A LARGER
MOVEMENT THAT IS BEGINNING
TO TAKE ROOT ACROSS THE
COUNTRY."
—Taylor Dafoe, Artnet News
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Installation view: José Rodríguez, DETENTION, Akhsótha Gallery, Cleveland, OH, July 30, 2021 –
September 30, 2021.

Storefronts, Radio!, 2017. Performance at the Miami University Center for Community
Engagement, Cincinnati, OH. Courtesy of Mary Clare Rietz. Photo: Maren Kuspan, 2017.

Installation view: Cristina Victor: House of Duende, Basketshop, Cincinnati, OH, June 15 – July 6,
2019. Photo: Jesse Ly, 2019.
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ON THE LINE:
DOCUMENTS
OF RISK
AND FAITH
September 9, 2022–January 15, 2023

On the Line: Documents of Risk and Faith is a group
exhibition of artists whose work synthesizes connections
between ecology and climate, justice, place, and identity.
Drawing metaphorically from the phrase “on the line”—
what is at risk; what is at stake; the body caught and
captured; following the path of a line—the exhibition
repositions classic and recent artworks with an interest
toward how they can inform our understanding of the
current dual crises of climate change and racial justice. On
the Line comprises a diverse selection of artists from the
Americas and includes works in all media, with a special
emphasis on photography, video, and performance.
On the Line is co-curated by Makeda Best, Richard L.

Menschel Curator of Photography at Harvard Art Museums,
and Kevin Moore, FotoFocus Artistic Director and Curator.
The exhibition is part of the 2022 FotoFocus Biennial: World
Record.

Mary Mattingly, Pull, 2013. C-print, 30 x 30 inches. Courtesy of Robert Mann Gallery. ©
Mary Mattingly

Opening Celebration | Friday, September 30th | 8pm

"[MARY MATTINGLY] RETURNS
TO PHOTOGRAPHY AND WORKS
THAT ARE SCRUFFIER THAN
HER EARLIER ONES, BUT MORE
PERSONAL AND POIGNANT.
THEY’RE OFTEN FUNNY, TOO —
ALTHOUGH THE UNDERLYING
MESSAGE, AS WITH MOST THINGS
ECO, IS APOCALYPTIC."
—Martha Schwendener, New York Times
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“FOR NAZARETH, IDENTITY
IS NOT A QUESTION WITH A
DEFINITIVE ANSWER BUT RATHER
A PROCESS OF INVESTIGATION,
A SUCCESSION OF JOURNEYS
THAT MERGE WITH THE VERY
TRAJECTORY OF A LIFE.”
—Alexander Melo, Artforum

Paulo Nazareth, Sem título, da série Notícias de América, 2011. Photo printing on cotton paper,
29.5 x 39.4 inches (75 x 100 cm). Edition of 5, 2 AP. Courtesy of the artist and Mendes Wood DM,
São Paulo.

Mohamed Bourouissa, Untitled, 2013. Lambda print, 63 x 44 inches. AP 1, edition of 5, 2.
Courtesy of the artist and Blum & Poe, Los Angeles/New York/Tokyo (MBO 46.AP1). ©
ADAGP Mohamed Bourouissa
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BASEERA
KHAN
WEIGHT ON
HISTORY
September 30, 2022–February 11, 2023
Opening Celebration | Friday, September 30th | 8pm

Baseera Khan shifts seamlessly between media to
explore the interconnectedness of capital, politics, and
the body. Their work in video, photography, sculpture,
and performance creates spaces of reprieve, beauty,
and safety, while also critiquing power structures
and knowledge systems that systemically exclude or
misrepresent marginalized populations. For their first
solo exhibition in the Midwest, Khan brings together
new and recent collages, sculptures, and video, alongside
a major commission that responds to architectural
signifiers of power. The exhibition is co-organized with
the Moody Center for the Arts at Rice University, where
it will be on view in the summer of 2022.
The exhibition is co-curated by CAC Senior Curator
Amara Antilla and Moody Center Associate Curator
Ylinka Barotto, and is part of the 2022 FotoFocus Biennial:
World Record.

Jingle Johnny Processional Stand Pink, from Law of Antiquities, 2021, Archival inkjet print,
artist’s custom frame, 60 × 40 inches (152.40 × 101.60 cm), Courtesy of the artist and Simone Subal
Gallery, Photo by Dario Lasagni, 2021.
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IMAGES ON
WHICH TO
BUILD,
1970-90
September 30, 2022–February 11, 2023

Through photographic documentation of activism,
education, and media production within LGTBQ+ and
feminist grassroots organizing of the 1970s through 1990s,
Images on which to build reveals the technologies through
which influential image cultures were constructed and
circulated. The exhibition presents a range of photographic
practices to explore the process of learning within
alternative schools, workshops, demonstrations, dance
clubs, slideshow presentations, correspondences, and
community publishing and archive projects of the era.
Featured artists include Diana Solís, Joan E. Biren (JEB),
Lola Flash, Morgan Gwenwald, Paula Grant, Georgia Brooks,
Allen Frame and Frank Franca, L.A. (Happy) Hyder, Bet
Powers, Lou Sullivan, and Allen Bérúbe, among others.

Images on which to build is curated by writer and curator
Ariel Goldberg. The exhibition is part of the 2022 FotoFocus
Biennial: World Record.

Top: Working on the Keepin’ On exhibition. Pictured from left to right: Paula Grant,
Jewelle Gomez, Georgia Brooks, 1991. Photo by Morgan Gwenwald, 1991.
Bottom: Diana Solís, Self-portrait on Greenview Street,Chicago, IL, ca.1980-81.

Opening Celebration | Friday, September 30th | 8pm
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CAMERON
GRANGER:
THE CARTOGRAPHER
TRIES TO MAP A WAY
TO HEAVEN
"WHAT IS NEW OR INTERESTING,
AT LEAST TO ME, IS THE WAY
BLACKNESS LIVES INSIDE OF
THE WORK [CAMERON] GRANGER
CREATES, AND HOW HE IS BOTH A
VOYEUR OF BLACK LIFE BUT ALSO
SOMEONE WHO WANTS TO HONOR IT
IN A FULL AND FLESHED OUT WAY."
—Hanif Abdurraqib, Columbus Alive

For his first museum solo show, Ohio-based artist and
filmmaker Cameron Granger develops a new iteration of
The Line (2021) for the CAC lobby that draws from his
personal biography as a Black man raised by his mother and
grandmother in Ohio. By juxtaposing live-action scenes,
autobiographical texts, and found footage, Granger’s
videos and installations weave stories that complicate
accepted interpretations of the past and present. In this
exhibition, his work offers poignant meditations on the city
of Columbus, Ohio, highlighting not only its histories of
redlining and racial inequity, but its Black communities that
continue to thrive, and most importantly, demonstrate love.
This project is curated by Stephanie Kang, Assistant
Curator at the CAC.

Cameron Granger (b. 1993, Cleveland, OH; lives and works in Columbus, OH), This Must Be the Place, 2018.
Digital color video, with sound, 4 min. 32 sec. Courtesy of the artist.
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THE NEW
CREATIVITY
CENTER
Zaha Hadid envisioned the Lois and Richard Rosenthal
Center for Contemporary Art as an immersive place where
the space of the viewer merges with the space of the art.
When our building opened in 2003, the 6th Floor Sara M.
and Patricia A. Vance Education Center—The UnMuseum
changed the expectation for educational spaces within
museums. It offered the ability to learn through play using
interactive works of art by contemporary artists and
focused on multi- and intergenerational learning.
As the CAC’s programming grew, so did the need for an
updated education space. The 6th floor’s lack of a classroom
and outdated facilities made the demand for renovation
more pressing. The new Creativity Center and UnMuseum
will enable us to engage learners of all ages, offering
programming to all by inspiring creativity, curiosity, and
critical thinking. Contemporary artists are teachers—they
are a voice in the world we live in. Through their interaction
with the UnMuseum art, visitors will learn more about
contemporary society, broaden their perspectives, develop
problem-solving and creative skills, and deepen their
empathy along the way.
The re-envisioned 6th floor came after years of research
and is being led by Chicago-based Mir Collective. Initial
construction on the 6th floor began in October 2021
and is slated for completion in the summer of 2022. Mir
architects Jeana Ripple and Kara Boyd have designed a
space that offers sympathy to Hadid’s seminal building as
well as practicality. The 6th floor will include new views
of the building, a quiet space, and an inclusive restroom.
The UnMuseum will now appear as a collection of gallery
spaces throughout the floor. The Creativity Center features
a studio/classroom space for programming, strategic areas
for storage, a zero-waste art lab, an archipelago of pod-like
pavilions for multi-use creative making, and an open forum
space for seating and community programming.

OPENING
SUMMER
2022

Renderings of the Creativity Center at the Contemporary Arts Center. Courtesy of Mir Collective.
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Creativity Center Artists
The Community Connectivity Quilt
Batres Gilvin
Batres Gilvin is a collaborative established in 2018 between
the artist duo Karla Batres and Bradly Gilvin. In a multiethnic
partnership that joins the personal with the professional,
Batres’ Mexican American heritage and Gilvin’s
Southern American roots are a catalyst for complicated
conversations about difference, otherness, and identity.

The Community Connectivity Quilt is a collaborative
artwork celebrating interaction, creativity, and patterns of connectivity. Visitors of all ages
will be able to engage with the moveable wall piece by way of explorative arrangement and
mark making. Batres Gilvin sees this collaborative quilt as a creative avenue for community
storytelling, where unexpected connections can be made by anyone visiting the UnMuseum.
Flight of Fancy
Michelle D’Cruz and Christopher Glenn
Michelle D’Cruz is a multidisciplinary designer
who approaches storytelling through an inclusive
and community-centered lens. She is an artist
by nature, creative strategist by profession, and
advocate for equitable outcomes by necessity.
Christopher Glenn is an interdisciplinary motion
designer who uses light, motion, and digital
technology to breathe life into narrative.

Flight of Fancy will activate the wild imaginations of the youngest CAC visitors—
inviting them to contribute ideas and drawings through guided community sessions,
and bringing those ideas to life via an immersive, holographic storybook experience.

The Equipment Wall
Garrett Goben
Garrett Goben’s practice as an artist is driven by the playful
exploration of our everyday surroundings. His experimentation
with materials is led by the desire to rid items of their everyday
connotations, adapting them instead for use as tools and
equipment outside the studio. His work exists as a record of
these experiences, paying homage to both place and play.

The Equipment Wall is a collection of sculptured gameplay
materials that encourage visitors to redefine the places they
assume they know and to activate their significance. Participation
with the piece is both frivolous and immature but provides the
mentality necessary for understanding ones surrounding on an intimate level.

The Funk is Within You
Terence Hammonds
Printmaker Terence Hammonds’ work is informed and
inspired by the struggles and determination of African
Americans seeking equality during the civil rights movement
of the 60s, fusing imagery from that era with soul, funk, rap,
and punk music. Hammonds appropriates imagery from
various movements of civil rights history, combining them
with decorative motifs and patterns that adorn, memorialize
and abstract histories of racial identity in America.

The Funk Is Within You is an installation celebrating the four
elements of hip-hop. Visitors are invited to create their own beats and groove on miniature
dance floors printed with historical images of the street gangs and dancers that created
breakdancing.
Community Mural
Anissa Lewis and Local High School Team
Photo credit: Heidi Hinken
Anissa Lewis is a teaching artist whose deep belief in
community, identity, and voice has impacted her many
projects. Her work often focuses on her childhood and
current town, Covington, KY, the changing social fabric,
concepts of identity, impermanence, and collaboration.

The

Community Mural is a recurring installation in the
UnMuseum focusing on collaboration and community. A group
of local high school students from across the city will come
together under the mentorship and leadership of a local artist to
create a mural representing their interpretation of community.

Buoyant
Karen Saunders
Karen Saunders is a multi-disciplinary artist who hopscotched
across the Midwest before landing in Cincinnati, where she’s
been practicing as an artist and arts educator for almost three
decades. Saunders is inspired by large-scale projects and is ever
challenging her own expectations while growing her ongoing
practice.

Buoyant explores the idea of how to be resilient in
our ever-changing world. How do we as humans find
ways to rise above during difficult times? Inhabiting the
uppermost reaches of the sixth-floor landing, where the sky meets the museum, the
installation’s animated sculptures will invite your senses to rise, float and be buoyant.
Look for these confirmed artworks and several others when the UnMuseum reopens in
fall of 2022.
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Your Contribution Matters
The Contemporary Arts Center exists for you. Each year
the CAC puts on exhibitions and performances that help
you see your world from a fresh, slightly different angle,
and awaken you to new ways of living. At a time when we
all wish for a more promising tomorrow, contemporary art
exists to prod us forward.
And so, we invite you to partner with us. By providing
financial support, you help us bring exceptional
contemporary art to the CAC that will enrich and educate
you and help us all seek a more just and inclusive society.
Over 57% of our budget comes from private support. Your
support is critical, therefore. By means of your gift, you
enable us to attract international and regional artists, equip
and install diverse and multi-medium exhibitions, present
provocative performances, host discussions with artists on
the issues of our day, and assist children, students, youth,
and adults in realizing their creative potential.
Whether you provide general support or choose to sponsor
or underwrite a specific exhibition or performance, your
contribution matters.
Please consider making a meaningful gift today for this
year’s exhibitions and performances.
Thank you,

David Cave
Chief of Advancement

The Contemporary Arts Center in the Lois and Richard Rosenthal Center for Contemporary
Art is deeply grateful for the generous support provided by our exceptional benefactors.
Sponsorships support exhibitions, performances, related programming, marketing and
operating costs of our non-profit organization.

Thank you to our 2022 exhibition and performance
sponsors and supporters to date.
Sponsors
Arts Wave Pride
Helen E. Allen Charitable Foundation
Andy Warhol Foundation for the
Visual Arts
The Annex Gallery
Gale and Dave Beckett
Charles H. Dater Foundation
Emersion Design and James Cheng
Sue Friedlander
Frame Finland
French American Cultural Exchange
Foundation
The Haile Foundation
Harry T. Wilks Family Foundation
Institute of Museum and Library Services
Morse & Betty Johnson Family Foundation
Kaplan Foundation
Jason McCaw Endowment Fund
James and Linda Miller

Arts Wave Pride
Helen E. Allen Charitable Foundation
Andy Warhol Foundation for the
Visual Arts
The Annex Gallery
Gale and Dave Beckett
Charles H. Dater Foundation
Emersion Design and James Cheng
Sue Friedlander
Frame Finland
French American Cultural Exchange
Foundation
The Haile Foundation
Harry T. Wilks Family Foundation
Institute of Museum and Library Services
Morse & Betty Johnson Family Foundation
Kaplan Foundation
Jason McCaw Endowment Fund
James and Linda Miller

Supporters
African American Chamber of
Commerce
Ron Bates and Randy Lasley
Kate and Bill Baumann
Dasci Consulting Group
Drew Gores and George
Warrington
Emily Hanako Momohara and
Shawn Newman
Patti and Fred Heldman
Institut Francais

Marie Kalomenidou and Yannis
Skoufalos
George and Linda Kurz
RUGiving2
Kerith Spicknall
Themusicminions
Maureen & Larry Vignola
Generous Supporters to the
CAC
Exhibition Fund

Major support generously provided by

MAKE YOUR
GIFT TODAY!
Contact Us Directly
To arrange your sponsorship today, contact:
David Cave, Chief of Advancement
dcave@cincycac.org
513-345-8411

By Mail
Fill out and return enclosed return envelope, or mail check to:
Attn: Advancement
Contemporary Arts Center
44 E. 6th St., Cincinnati, OH 45202
Please include “2022 Sponsorship” in memo.

Online
Scan the QR code below or visit cincycac.org/support/donate to make a gift
and view complete benefits listing. Please include “2022 Sponsorship” in the comment.

Please consider joining us at the Sponsor or Supporter level as we celebrate a new collection
of exhibitions and performances in 2022. This opportunity to support the entire year is
accompanied by maximum recognition and benefits, including exclusive access to artists
via virtual VIP engagements throughout the year. Additional benefits include automatic
In-Circle membership, exhibition wall text, and verbal, website, social media, and print
recognition.

Supporter ($250–4,999)
GIFT AMOUNT

SUPPORTS

INCLUDES

< $250

Materials and supplies,
promotion costs

CAC Family
membership & benefits

$250–1000

Filming and photography,
artist visits

Curator’s Circle
membership & benefits

$1,000–4,999

Equipment rental/
purchases, marketing
publications, printing,
contracted services

Director’s Circle
membership & benefits

Sponsor ($5,000–15,000)
GIFT AMOUNT

SUPPORTS

INCLUDES

$5,000–14,999

Artist travel, shipping and
handling of art works,
installation build-outs,
opening events

Trustee Circle
membership & benefits,
private exhibition tour
w/ CAC staff

$15,000+

Artist commissioning fees,
performances, curator
travel, insurance

President’s Circle
membership & benefits,
private exhibition tour
w/ Director

Endowment ($50,000+)
GIFT AMOUNT

TO ESTABLISH A NAMED FUND THAT PROVIDES
CONTINUOUS, YEAR-TO-YEAR SUPPORT, YOU MAY

$50,000–99,999

Name a fund that provides general support for the
entire exhibition and performance year

$100,000+

Name a fund that sponsors each year an exhibition
or performance of your choice
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For more information
or to inquire about
exhibition sponsorship,
please contact us.
David Cave
Chief of Advancement
dcave@cincycac.org		
Amara Antilla
Senior Curator at Large
aantilla@cincycac.org		
Drew Klein
Performing Arts Director
dklein@cincycac.org		
Jay Kalagayan
Corporate and Advanced Giving Director
jkalagayan@cincycac.org
Elizabeth Hardin-Klink
Creative Learning Director
ehardin-klink@cincycac.org
Ben Lehman
Assistant Director of Annual Giving
blehman@cincycac.org
Shawnee Turner
Interpretive Learning Director
sturner@cincycac.org

